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ABSTRACT
Background: Severe pneumonia accompanied with sepsis could increase death ratio by
7.6%. Lactate clearance is used in assessing the success of early resuscitation in treating
sepsis. Presepsin is a biomarker that is sensitive and specific to the bacterial infection that
causes sepsis. The purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of presepsin levels and
lactate clearance on mortality in pneumonic patients accompanied with sepsis after fourteen
day of observation.
Method: Prospective cohort study was done on 42 community acquired pneumonia patients
who were admitted to intensive care unit of dr. Saiful Anwar Public Hospital, from March 2019
until May 2019, and were treated following the PDPI guideline. Blood samples were collected
on the first, second, and third day of treatment to measure lactate clearance and presepsin
levels. Mortality was observed on the 14th day after admittance.
Results: Out of 42 patients, 25 patients lived (59.5%), and 17 patients died (40.5%). Logistic
regression analysis performed on the presepsin levels on the third day with a cut-off 957 ng/L
had a significant effect on mortality after 14th day (P=0.034). However, presepsin levels on
the first day with a cut-off 957 ng/L had no significant effect on mortality (P=0.24). Likewise,
the lactate clearance with cut-off 10% did not significantly influence the mortality status
(P=0.136).
Conclusion: There is a significant effect between presepsin level on the third day in patient
mortality, however lactate clearance and presepsin level assessed on the first day had no
significant effect on the mortality after fourteen day of observation.
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INTRODUCTION

diagnosis and prognosis of sepsis in

Lower respiratory infection is the
main cause of death worldwide; one of
the lower respiratory tract infections
that often occurs is pneumonia. In
Indonesia,

the

prevalence

of

pneumonia in 2013 reached 4.5%.1
Pneumonia is one of the top 10 causes
of hospitalization with a higher Crude
Fatality Rate (CFR) of 5.2%.2
Sepsis is a serious health problem
and is one of the top ten causes of
death in the world. Still, the initial
diagnosis of sepsis is often difficult to
establish

because

the

clinical

presentation of sepsis is very diverse.3
Clinical assessment of sepsis can use
qSOFA

(quick

sequential

(sepsis-

related) criteria.4
Organ Failure Assessment) score
to assess the degree of severity of
sepsis based on the involvement of the
organ

failure

that

occurred.

The

importance of early detection of sepsis,
not only with the clinical parameters
where patients often present with
severe

conditions,

but

also

biochemically as a diagnostic tool and
monitoring therapy.4
Presepsin

or

sCD14-ST,

has

recently been proposed as a biomarker
of

sepsis.

Presepsin

was

first

recognized in 2005 and has become a
new

important

biomarker

for

the

recent years.5
Also, the most widely studied
biomarker

and the

basis

for

the

development of sepsis treatment is
lactate levels. In patients with severe
sepsis, lactate has a good role in the
aspects

of

diagnosis,

resuscitation,

final

initiation

of

parameters

of

resuscitation, and even in determining
prognosis.6
Researchers

are

interested

in

examining presepsin and serum lactate
among

other

sepsis

biomarkers

because presepsin is a promising new
biomarker, is cost-effective and can
diagnose

precisely

and

accurately

prognostic sepsis, as well as a superior
prognostic marker than procalcitonin.
Therefore,

the

investigators

are

interested in examining the levels of
presepsin biomarkers, serum lactate in
pneumonia patients with sepsis.
Previous

studies

about

sepsis

studies have examined presepsin and
lactic

acid,

but

not

specific

to

pneumonia, using Elisa as the average
method, however this study specifically
foused

on

pneumonia,

chemiluminescent

enzyme

and

immuno-

assay (CLEIA) was used instead of
ELISA to measure presepin levels. This
study took

14

days of research,

whereas other studies took an average
of 30 days.
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METHOD

physical examination showing signs of

This study was conducted using a
prospective

cohort

observational

method to determine the relationship
between presepsin and lactic acid with
the mortality status of pneumonia
patients

with

sepsis

who

were

hospitalized in the intensive care unit.
The

study

was

conducted

from

December 2019 to May 2020 in the
Emergency Room and Respiratory High
Care Unit/Intensive Care Unit at Dr.
Saiful Anwar Malang.
The

sample

community
patients

population

acquired

with

sepsis

was

pneumonia
who

were

hospitalized in the Respiratory High
Care Unit/Intensive Care Unit at Dr.
Saiful Anwar Malang. According to the
formula, the minimum sample size is 40
people.7 The Ethical Commitee Medical
Reseacrh of Brawijaya University had
granted ethical approval for this study.
Patients with community acquired
pneumonia

are

diagnosed

from

anamnesis, physical examination, CXR,
and laboratory examination. Diagnosis
are obtained in which the patients
shows one of following cases: infiltrate
or air brochogram found in CXR and
several symptoms, such as cough
characteristic
sputum/purulent

change

in

sputum,

axillar

temperature of ≥38oC or history of
fever, chest pain, shortness of breath,
118 Respir Sci 2021, Vol.1 No.2

consolidation, bronchial breath sound,
and rhonki, and leucocyte of ≥10,000
or <4,500.1
Criterias of sepsis applied to
subjects

are

following

the

sepsis

guideline. In 2016, the Sepsis-3 Task
Force

updated

previous

recommendations primarily aiming to
accurately differentiate between sepsis
and

uncomplicated

infection.

By

applying a data-driven approach to
identify patients at risk of worse
outcomes, the Task Force proposed a
new clinical definition, removing the
need

for

systemic

inflammatory

response syndrome (SIRS) criteria.
Thus, in infected patients, sepsis was
clinically defined by an increase in
Sequential

(Sepsis-related)

Organ

Failure Assessment (SOFA) score of two
points or more. Additionally, a bedside
score for risk stratification, namely the
quick

SOFA

proposed,

(qSOFA),
which

has

been

incorporates

hypotension, altered mental status, and
tachypnea.4
Samples

were

obtained

using

consecutive sampling in pneumonia
patients

with

sepsis

who

were

hospitalized in the intensive room at Dr.
Saiful Anwar Malang who met the
inclusion and exclusion criteria. The
inclusion criteria in this study were
pneumonia patients with sepsis who
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were hospitalized in the intensive room

patients

with

sepsis,

at Dr. Saiful Anwar Malang who is ≥18

regression test was used.

a

logistic

years old and the patient and/or his
family are willing to take part in the
research

and

consent".

sign

Patients

an

"informed

with

HIV-AIDS,

pregnancy, CKD st III, chronic liver
disease, and pneumonia patients with
sepsis who died before the third day of
hospitalization were not included in this
study.
Forty-two patients who met the
inclusion and exclusion criteria and
signed

informed

measured

the

consent

levels

of

were
lactate

clearance on the first and second day of
hospitalization, presepsin levels on the
first and third day of hospitalization,
and observed patient mortality on the
fourteenth-day

hospital

treatment.

Patients were treated following the
PDPI

guideline,

wherein

patient’s

treatments were adjusted to patient’s
conditions. The subjects were either

RESULT
Based on the recapitulation of the
basic data of research subjects, it was
found that the research subjects were
more male; namely 23 people (55%)
than 19 women (45%), aged between
23 to 91 years with the largest age
distribution between 57 and 73 years,
that is 19 patients or 45%.
Of the 42 study subjects, there
were 39 study subjects (93%) who had
comorbid diseases, whereas comorbid
diseases did not accompany only 3
patients (7%). Of the 39 patients who
had comorbid, 22 patients survived,
and 17 patients died. A total of 3
patients

IBM SPSS version 24.0 software. To see
the

relationship

between

lactate

clearance, perceptions of H1 and H3
with patient status, the Chi-square

disease

Figure 1, it can be seen that there are
various comorbid diseases.
Comorbid Disease

hospitalized, or subjected to intensive
Processing and data analysis using

comorbid

survived the 14-day evaluation. From

given antibiotics to drink at home,
care unit.1

without

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

correlation test was used. To see the
effect of lactate clearance, perception
of H1 and H3 on mortality in pneumonia

Figure 1. Characteristics Based on Cormobid
Diseases
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Table 1. Characteristics of Research Subjects
Characteristics

Alive (n=25)

Died (n=17)

Total (n=42)

Male

16 (38%)

7 (17%)

23 (55%)

Female

9 (21%)

10 (24%)

19 (45%)

23-39

2 (5%)

1 (2%)

3 (7%)

40-56

6 (14%)

6 (14%)

12 (29%)

57-73

11 (26%)

8 (19%)

19 (45%)

74-91

6 (14%)

2 (5%)

8 (19%)

25 (60%)

17 (40%)

42 (100%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Yes

9 (22%)

11 (26%)

20 (48%)

No

16 (38%)

6 (14%)

22 (52%)

No School

1 (2%)

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

Elementary School

9 (21%)

8 (19%)

17 (40%)

Junior High School

6 (14%)

4 (10%)

10 (24%)

Senior High School

7 (17%)

4 (10%)

11 (27%)

Bachelor

2 (5%)

1 (2%)

3 (7%)

College Student

1 (2%)

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

Laborer

1 (2%)

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

12 (28%)

11 (26%)

23 (55%)

Farmer

1 (2%)

2 (5%)

3 (7%)

Housewife

5 (12%)

4 (10%)

9 (21%)

Retired

3 (7%)

2 (5%)

5 (12%)

No

3 (7%)

0 (0%)

3 (7%)

Yes

22 (52%)

17 (41%)

39 (93%)

Germs (+)

14 (33%)

12 (29%)

26 (62%)

Germs (-)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Sample (-)

11 (26%)

5 (12%)

16 (38%)

Germs (+)

4 (10%)

8 (19%)

12 (29%)

Germs (-)

21 (50%)

9 (21%)

30 (71%)

Sample (-)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)0

0 (0%)

Gender

Age (years)

Marital Status
Married
Single
Smoker

Education

Profession

Swasta/Private

Comorbid

Sputum Culture

Blood Culture
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Table 3. Chi-Square Analysis
Variable
Lactate Clearance
Presepsin H1
Presepsin H3

Cut Off
<10%

Patient Status
Alive (n=25) Dead (n=17)
10
24%
13
31%

OR
(95%CI)
4,87

≥10%

15

36%

4

9%

(0,51-0,84)

<957

15

36%

5

12%

3.60

≥957

10

24%

12

28%

(0,48-0,82)

<957

16

38%

3

7%

8,29

≥957

9

22%

14

33%

(0,57-0,88)

After measuring the marker values
for lactate clearance and presepsin on
the first and third day, the patients
were assessed for their mortality status
on the fourteenth day. Descriptive
analysis of the lactate clearance and
preseptin values was carried out; then

P
0,02
0,051
0,003

From the results of the chi-square
analysis in Table 3.
The results of the analysis of the
Lactate clearance examination with the
patient's mortality status were seen
with the chi-square analysis, and the
P=0.020. So, it can be concluded that
there

is

a

significant

relationship

the data were presented in the form of

between lactate clearance and patient

cross-tabulations as follows Table 2.

mortality status.
Based on Table 3, it is found that

Table 2. Descriptive Analysis
Biomarker

Alive

Dead

Total

(n=25)

(n=17)

(n=42)

Presepsin H1
<957

15 (36%) 5 (12%) 20 (48%)

≥957

10 (24%) 12 (28%) 22 (52%)

the odds ratio is 4,875, which means
that a lactate clearance> 10% tends to
become a live patient, 4,875 times
greater than that of a dead patient. Or
it can be said that a lactate clearance of
≥10% tends to be a patient in the live

Presepsin H3
<957

16 (38%)

19 (45%)

category, and lactate clearance of

≥957

9 (21%) 14 (34%) 23 (55%)

<10% has a tendency to the status of

3 (7%)

Lactate Clearance

a patient in the dead category.

<10

10 (24%) 13 (31%) 23 (55%)

≥10

15 (36%)

4 (9%)

19 (45%)

Chi-square analysis was used to
see the relationship between lactate
clearance, Presepsin day one and day
three of the patient's mortality status.

Analysis of the results of the
examination of Presepsin H1 with the
patient's mortality status seen by chisquare analysis obtained P=0.051, the
H0 decision was accepted. So it can be
concluded that there is an insignificant
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relationship between Presepsin H1 and

Presepsin H3 ≥957 ng/L has a tendency

patient status.

to the status of the patient in the dead

Based on Table 3, it is found that

category.

the odds ratio is 3,600, which means

Logistic regression analysis was

that Presepsin H1 <957 ng/L tends to

used to see the effect of lactate

live category patients 3,600 times

clearance, Presepsin on the first and

greater than that of dead patients. Or it

third day of the patient's mortality

can be said that Presepsin H1 <957

status. From the logistic regression

ng/L tends to the patient status in the

results in Table 4.

life category, and Presepsin H1 ≥957

The Lactate clearance variable has

ng/L has a tendency to the status of the

2 categories, namely ≥10% and <10%.

patient in the dead category.

Based on the analysis, it was found the

Analysis of the results of the

P=0.136 indicating that there was no

examination of Presepsin H3 with the

significant

effect

of

the

patient's mortality status seen by chi-

clearance variable on the patient's

square analysis obtained the P=0.003,

mortality status.
coefficient

Lactate

the H0 decision is rejected. So it can be

The

concluded that there is a significant

category

relationship between Presepsin H3 and

(B=1.159),

patient status.

exponential value of 3.187, it shows

1

obtained

(<10%)
and

is

from

for

positive
the

beta

Based on Table 3, it is found that

that if the Lactate clearance variable is

the odds ratio is 8,296, which means

<10%, the tendency for the patient

that Presepsin H3 <957 ng/L tends to

status variable in the category of death

live category patients 8,296 times

is 3,187 times greater than the patient

greater than the status of patients with

status variable in the life category.

a dead category. Or it can be said that

Uncertain because the effect showed

Presepsin H3 <957 ng/L tends to the

insignificantly.

patient status in the life category, and
Table 4. Logistic Regression Analysis Result
Variable

B

Wald

P

OR

Information

Lactate clearance

1.159

2.222

0.136

3.187

Not Significant

Presepsin H1

0.880

1.337

0.248

2.410

Not Significant

Presepsin H3

1.707

4.501

0.034

5.510

Significant
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Presepsin

H1

variable

has

2

DISCUSSION

categories, namely <957 and ≥957.
Based on the analysis, it was found
P=0.248 indicating that there was no
significant effect of the Presepsin H1
variable on the patient status variable.
The

coefficient

obtained

for

the

category of death (≥957) is positive
(B=0.880),

and

from

the

beta

exponential value of 2.410, it shows
that the Presepsin H1 category is ≥957,
the tendency for the patient status
variable in the category of death is
2,410 times greater than the variable
for the patient's status in the uncertain
life category because the effect shows
insignificant.
Presepsin H3

variable

has

2

categories, namely <957 and ≥957.
Based on the analysis, it was found
P=0.034 indicating that there was a
significant effect of the Presepsin H3
variable on the patient status variable.
The

coefficient

obtained

by

the

category of death (≥957) is positive
(B=1.707), and the beta exponential
value of 5,510 shows that if the
Presepsin H3 variable category ≥95,
the tendency for the patient status
variable in the category of death is
greater 5,510 times compared to the
patient status variable in the life
category. Ascertained because the
effect showed a significant effect.

This

study

showed

that

pneumonia patients studied more male
gender compared to women. But the
percentage

of comparison is

only

slightly different than of male sufferers
compared to women (55% versus
45%). This is in accordance with
observational research by Nasir et al. in
2015, showing that the prevalence of
pneumonia

in

Pakistan

is

more

prevalent in men than in women (54%
compared to 46%).7 The same thing
was also shown in a retrospective study
of germ patterns at Dr. Saiful Anwar
Hospital

Malang

in

2018,

male

pneumonia sufferers more than women
(58.43% compared to 41.6%).8
Men are more likely to suffer from
pneumonia than women because it is
suspected that men are more often out
of the house so that it is more easily
contaminated/infected with germs or
viruses, and the number of pathogenic
substances in the form of cigarettes and
others that are consumed more by
men. This can lower the body's immune
system, making it more susceptible to
pneumonia, compared to women who
are mostly housewives and usually only
at home so rarely exposed to polluted
air.9
The

incidence

of

pneumonia

increases with age, and more than 90%
of deaths from severe pneumonia
Respir Sci 2021, Vol.1 No.2
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occurring in patients over the age of 70.

comorbid, and each had more than one

In Ramirez et al.'s study in the United

comorbid. Only 3 patients have no

States

the

comorbid at all. From the research data

prevalence of pneumonia was most

of 3 patients were able to survive until

prevalent among the ≥ 65-year-old age

the 14th day of observation. This

group of 2000 per 100,000 inhabitants

suggests

in the United States.10

aggravate pneumonia with sepsis and

from

2014

to

2016,

In this study, the 57-73-year-old

tend

to

comorbid
increase

factors
mortality.

will
The

age group had the highest prevalence

containment of comorbid disease itself

of pneumonia with sepsis. This is also

can

in accordance with research conducted

decrease

by Azmi et al. in Malaysia, Indonesia,

body.12,13

also

increase
lactate

production

cleansing

in

and
the

and the Philippines, which shows that

In this study, three of the most

the 66-80-year-old age group has the

common comorbidities were pulmonary

highest prevalence in Indonesia of

TB, COPD, and heart failure. In patients

pneumonia with sepsis.2

with pulmonary TB, lactate is also

The

prevalence

severe

produced in response to infections that

pneumonia accompanied by sepsis,

are the result of anaerobic glycolysis

mostly in the age range of elderly >65

and

years, is caused by various factors

tuberculosis intracellularly. COPD also

including the body's weakened immune

increases lactate levels related to

system with increasing age, has many

increased

comorbid

chronic

occur during an acute exacerbation.

obstruction pulmonary disease (COPD),

Lactate is also associated with the

lung

inadequate perfusion of tissue that

factors

cancer,

of

including
diabetes

mellitus,

cerebrovascular diseases, heart failure,

help

kill

respiratory

Mycobacterium

muscles

that

occurs in heart failure.12,13

and others. The manifestations of

The etiology of pneumonia from

clinical symptoms experienced are also

the results of sputum culture in this

not typical and cause falls into critical

study was most caused by Klebsiella

condition and require intensive care in

pneumonia as many in as 7 patients,

hospital.11

and some others were also caused by

The subject of this study also
obtained

many

diseases/participants.
patients

showed

39

comorbid
From

the

patients

124 Respir Sci 2021, Vol.1 No.2
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basil.

This

is

also

reinforced from data from several

42

hospitals in Indonesia in 2012 showed

had

that the most common causes of
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community pneumonia in the inpatient

obtained a percentage of positive blood

room of the sputum material were

culture in sepsis patients of 24%. The

gram-negative germs such as Klebsiella

figure is still low, and this is because the

Pneumonia, Acinetobacter baumanii,

time of blood collection for culture is

Pseudomonas aeuruginosa while gram

still >6 hours, and most research

Streptococcus

subjects have been given antibiotics

positives

such

pneumonia,

as

Streptococcus

viridans

before taking blood culture.

were found in small quantities. From

Lactate clarance examinations are

germ pattern research data in RSSA in

categorized as <10% and ≥10%. The

2018, the results of sputum showed

results of this study showed that lactate

Germ Klebsiella pneumonia was found

clearance with patient mortality status

in 220 sputum samples.1,8

had an insignificant influence. It can be

The results of germ type data in
this study and from the data of various

seen from the analysis of logistic
regression statistical value is P=0.136.

hospitals are slightly different from

Research on lactate clearance has

Infection Diseases of America/American

been widely done. Some studies have

Thoracic Society (IDSA/ATS) data that

shown that lactate clearance is a

illustrates that the percentage of germs

significant factor in predicting the death

that cause community pneumonia is

of patients with sepsis. Surviving Sepsis

greater by gram-positive than gram-

Campaign 1 hour-bundle establishes

negative. This may be due to the

the

research subjects at Dr. Saiful Anwar

management in sepsis and sepsis shock

Hospital Malang, most of them referral

patients is to measure lactic levels, in

patients who have been hospitalized for

case of an increase in early lactate

several days in primary hospitals with

levels of ≥4 mmol/L is required fluid

severe conditions and referred to RSSA.

resuscitation

Possible germs cause can come from

recommended to measure lactate levels

germs contained in the treatment

again

place/ICU hospital before or from the

response.14

first

to

step

of

treatment,
assess

the

resuscitation

and

it

is

therapeutic

Hospital Dr. Saiful Anwar Malang itself.

Although many studies have used

The percentage of positive blood

lactate clearance as a good marker in

culture in this study was 28.5%. The

estimating a patient's mortality status,

same results were also obtained in

Hernandez et al. said there are still

research conducted by Yana et al. at

doubts and vagueness in their clinical

Hasan

use,

Sadikin

Hospital

in

2017

related

to

the

definition

Respir Sci 2021, Vol.1 No.2
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clearance/cleansing

the

and specificity of 78.7% and 72.2%,

expenditure of substance/product from

and it has a positive predictive value of

blood measured by volume per time

83.1%. Inability to achieve lactate

(ml/minute). Changes in lactate levels

clearance levels ≥ 10% is associated

occur due to the production and

with a high risk of death (likelihood

cleansing

of

ratio=2.83;=, 95% CI=1.82-4.41).18

excretion

and

the
lactic

itself

blood

is

through

metabolism.15

A meta-analysis conducted by

According to a review of research by

Zhang et al. by analyzing various

Vincent et al. measuring lactic levels of

studies in 2014 illustrates that optimal

1-2 hours will provide accurate and

lactate clearance can provide a low

clinically accurate data on lactate levels

mortality rate in sepsis (critically ill)

reduction

patients in the ICU. Overall sensitivity

compared

to

measuring

lactate clearance.

and

specificity

values

of

lactate

The >10% lactate clearance cut-

clearance in predicting death 0.75

off was first proposed by Nguyen et al.

(95% CI=0.58-0.87) and 0.72 (95%

based on his research that lactate

CI=0.61-0.80). The prognostic lactate

clearance >10% has the ability to

clearance ability devoted to sepsis

predict deaths within 60 days of sepsis

patients in ICU was seen to increase in

patients. Other research was also

the meta-analysis research conducted

conducted by Hambali et al. on-sepsis

by Zhang et al. namely with sensitivity

patients treated in RSCM intensive care.

and specificity of 0.83 (95% CI=0.67-

This study obtained a higher survival

0.92) and 0.67 (95% CI=0.59-0.75).

rate in the group of patients with high

This

lactate cleansing compared to the low

capability is very meaningful for clinical

lactate cleansing group. In other words,

benefit.19

patients with low lactate cleansing had

prognostic

Various

lactate

studies

on

clearance

lactate

a higher risk of death than patients with

clearance of patients with sepsis in ICU

high lactate cleansing. Based on the

showed significant results in prognostic

analysis of survival rate in the group of

ability/survival rate in patients with

patients with high lactate clearance was

sepsis treated in ICU. The study

60.0% and in the group of patients with

conducted by Nguyen et al. evaluated

low lactate clearance of 26.7%.16,17

lactate clearance levels on the first day

Research conducted by Choudary

and 72 hours later, then assessed the

et al. showed lactate clearance <10%

patient's death at 28 days. In this study,

in the first 24 hours has a sensitivity

slightly
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different

observation/
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assessment of patient death is not done

presepsin H1 and patient mortality

on day 28, but rather on the 14th day

status

in the acute phase.

CI=(0.483-0.823). According to the

Research meta-analysis by Zhang

(P=0.020,

OR=3,600,

95%

logistic regression test, there was no

et al., showed many studies are still not

influence

homogeneous in determining the cut-

patient mortality with a statistical score

off of marker lactate clearance, the

less

study subjects in some studies were

(1,337<3,841).

also not specific to assess patients with

between

than
H3

the

Presepsin

presepsin
chi-square

and
value

examination

is

the source of infection in the lungs.

categorized into <957 and ≥957. The

Various confounding factors in some

results of this chi-square test showed a

studies can also have the potential to

significant relationship between H3

obscure the results of the research.

Presepsin and patient mortality status

In this study, the study subjects

(P=0.003, OR=8,296, 95% CI=0.576-

taken were patients who were treated

0.888).

in intensive care and mostly had

regression test, the influence between

comorbid

one

presepsin and mortality of patients with

patient, there can be more than one

statistical value is greater than the

comorbid.

The

of

value of chi square (4,501>3,841).

comorbid

disease

also

Research conducted by Yu et al. in 2017

increase

production

disease

factors.

In

containment
itself

can

and

decrease

lactate cleansing in the body.12,13

that

According

evaluated

effectiveness

and

to

the

the

logistic

therapeutic

prognosis

of

However, clinical use of lactate

presepsin and procalcitonin dynamically

clearance is still used today in patients

within 12 days. The results showed that

with sepsis and sepsis shock. The

presepsin has a better relationship with

increase in lactate levels is a sign of

SOFA score compared to procalcitonin.

how the clinical outcomes of patients

A decrease in high presepsin rates has

and

a significant relationship with survival

the

rapid

and

good

lactate

clearance are widely associated with

rates in patients with sepsis.20

increased outcome/ survival rate in
patients in ICU with critically ill.
H1

Presepsin

examination

Presepsin is a biomarker specific
to bacterial infections due to the onset

is

of

monocyte/macrophage-specific

categorized <957 and ≥957. The

CD14 receptor complex bonds after LPS

results of this chi-square test showed

bonding with CD14. Presepsin also

an insignificant relationship between

increased in patients with positive
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cultures

on

microbiological

patient's prognosis on the first and third

examinations

and

inappropriate

days of treatment. In living patients,

antibiotic therapy. Therefore, dynamic

presepsin levels were higher on the first

presepsin monitoring helps to evaluate

day compared to the third day of

infections.21

treatment. Similarly, Carpio et al. said

Research

in

showing

significant

median presepsin levels in patients who

presepsin prognostic value in patients

survived were higher on the first day

with sepsis with sensitivity figures: 71-

than after 72 hours after the day of

72%, specificity: 70-86%, and NPV: 52-

treatment.23

71%.20 For cut-off determination there

In this study, the presepsin levels

are still many who are not suitable, for

of the first day of treatment showed

example in El Said et al. research, the

that

best prognostic cut-off is at 2100 pg/ml

relationship and had no effect on the

with a sensitivity of 92%, specificity of

mortality status of the patient. This can

83% and accuracy of 88%. In this study

be caused by the research subject

took a cut-off conducted by Ali et al.

factor, which is mostly a referral patient

where presepsin ≥957 has sensitivity

from the previous primary hospital to

and specificity of 94.7% and 85.7% and

Dr. Saiful Anwar Malang Hospital, which

has a predictive positive value of 90%

is a tertiary hospital. The patients

in predicting the death of patients with

usually get pneumonia therapy and

sepsis.22

treatment by the hospital before, so it

Other studies that show the same
thing

that

in

presepsin

show

there

was

an

insignificant

can affect the value of presepsin on the

a

first day of treatment at RSSA. This may

significant relationship with patient

also be related to the relationship of

mortality. Carpio et al. said that

presepsin levels with patient mortality

presepsin in the living group had a

status.

median value below 600 ng/L and

On the third day of treatment

decreased significantly from the initial

pneumonia patients with sepsis who are

score

evaluation.

treated in the RSSA, the intensive room

However, in the deceased group, the

has received therapy according to the

median score showed high results

guidelines for the management of

>1700 ng/L, and it showed an increase

pneumonia patients with sepsis who are

in value at the evaluation 72 hours

treated in intensive care and performed

later.

treatment if there is a comorbid factor.

at

the

Behnes

72-hour

et

al.

report

that

presepsin is useful for viewing the
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